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Abstract 
We have created a statistical POS tagger from 
existing development corpora and use it as a 
postprocessor to fully disambiguate the de-
tailed morphological and lexical output of a 
Constraint Grammar tagger. In this article we 
discuss some of the challenges in unifying 
these two data-driven and knowledge-based 
approaches along with the possibilities and 
challenges that present themselves when using 
data-driven techniques to disambiguate candi-
dates from a rule-based system. We then pre-
sent an empirical evaluation that shows how 
the statistical disambiguation component im-
proves the performance of the rule-based tag-
ger. Our analysis of the results shows the po-
tential for correcting the remaining errors and 
how the two tagger components interact in the 
disambiguation task. 
1 Introduction 
Compared to statistical methods, rule-based sys-
tems for natural language processing (NLP) often 
have a detailed focus on lingustic analysis, and 
naturally this is reflected in the output from such 
systems. The constraints and reasoning embed-
ded in the system are often evident in the detail 
of the system output and ambiguities it leaves 
unresolved. The Oslo Bergen Tagger (OBT), 
originally developed at the University of Oslo 
and University of Bergen1, is such a system, 
                                                
1 The Oslo-Bergen Tagger was originally developed by the 
Tagger Project at the University of Oslo in 1996 and written 
in a rule-based Constraint Grammar (CG1) framework with 
an interpreter from Lingsoft AB. An electronic lexicon (now 
available as Norsk ordbank) and a preprocessor were also 
part of the development performed by this project. In 2000 
the commercial rule interpreter and the original preproces-
sor were replaced by components written in Allegro Com-
mon Lisp, developed in Bergen at Aksis (now Uni Digital). 
At this point the tagger was named The Oslo-Bergen Tagger 
where linguistic detail has motivated both the 
particular form of the output and the decision not 
to fully disambiguate all readings for each token. 
The precision of the grammar rules and the rich-
ness of the underlying lexicon have been both a 
great resource and a challenge in the later stages 
of development of the OBT. 
 
1.1 The original OBT output 
The OBT is a rule-based tagger based on the 
Constraint Grammar (CG) formalism (Karlsson 
et al. 1995), which from the beginning has fo-
cused on linguistically precise descriptions. This 
focus is reflected in the more than 358 morpho-
logical tags (with a further 2000 or so for full 
morphosyntactic analysis) used by the system. 
Originally the primary users of the tagger were 
linguists, who are often studying subtle or mar-
ginal phenomena, and the recall of the system 
was considered particularly important; such users 
want to find all possibly relevant items in a cor-
pus. The CG rules in essence disambiguate be-
tween the set of possible readings for a token and 
have been carefully constructed so that they do 
not compromise these overall goals of detail and 
comprehensiveness. As such it was in very few 
cases seen as acceptable to fuse different tags 
into portmanteau tags. One illustrative example 
is the rather large class of nouns that can be 
treated as either masculine or feminine. We con-
sidered it important to be able to identify these as 
feminine in the few contexts where they are defi-
nitely feminine even if that meant the conse-
quence was gender ambiguity in other contexts. 
                                                                       
(OBT). In 2008 the OBT was ported to the VISLCG3 
framework in order to use the more recent CG3 formalism 
developed at The University of Southern Denmark in 
Odense. Uni Digital made a new stand-alone preprocessor 
based on Norsk ordbank, and The Text Laboratory con-
verted the linguistic rules to the CG3 format. 
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A concrete example that illustrates this and also 
shows how the OBT works, is the sentence given 
in (1)4. 
 
(1) Ei jente drakk. (‘A girl drank.’) 
 
This sentence is initially rendered by the OBT 
as in (2), listing all possible readings by lexical 
analysis. All readings have been supplied by a 
preprocessor using a rich lexicon, including 
those that are ambiguous. Note the two possible 
genders for jente ‘girl’. 
 
(2) 
“<ei/a>” 
  “ei”    adv 
  “ei”    pron pers sg hum  
  “eie”   verb imp  
  “en”    det quant fem sing <Correct!> 
”<jente/girl>” 
  “jente” noun fem com sg indef <Correct!> 
  “jente” noun masc com sg indef 
”<drakk/drank>” 
  “drikke” verb past tense <Correct!> 
 
The Constraint Grammar module (Hagen et al. 
2000) uses the VISL CG3 rule interpreter to re-
move all ambiguity that is detectable from the 
grammatical context, in (2) taking advantage of 
the preceding feminine determiner. In this exam-
ple, only those readings marked here with <Cor-
rect!> are left, as shown in (3). 
 
(3)       
“<ei/a>” 
  “en”    det quant fem sg <Correct!> 
”<jente/girl>” 
  “jente” noun fem com sg indef <Correct!> 
”<drakk/drank>” 
  “drikke” verb past tense <Correct!> 
 
The gender ambiguity for jente appears in the 
sentence Det er bra å være jente. (‘It is good to 
be (a) girl.’), rendered by the OBT as in (4). 
 
(4) 
“<det/it>” 
  “det” pron pers 3 sg neut <Correct!>         
”<er/is>” 
  “være” verb present <Correct!> 
”<bra/good>” 
  “bra” adj pos neut indef sg <Correct!> 
”<å/to>” 
  “å” inf marker <Correct!> 
”<være/be>” 
  “være” verb inf <Correct!> 
”<jente/girl>” 
  “jente” noun fem com sg indef  <Correct!> 
  “jente” noun masc com sg indef <Correct!> 
 
We see that jente ‘girl’ became unambiguous 
in (3), given agreement rules that refer to the 
feminine determiner, while (4) remains ambigu-
                                                
4 Tag abbreviations have been translated from Norwegian to 
English in all examples. 
ous since there is nothing in the context to de-
termine the gender of the word. This result was 
considered acceptable at the time when the OBT 
was developed, since it would mean that the in-
terested linguist could search a corpus for all in-
stances of feminine nouns, and find ambiguous 
examples in addition to those where the gender 
had been fully determined. There are many am-
biguities similar to this. Another example is 
found in the large group of neuter singular in-
definite and neuter plural indefinite nouns, which 
can be disambiguated in some contexts but not 
all. Also in this case the remaining ambiguity is 
left in the result on purpose. 
OBT only concentrates on grammatical ambi-
guity and does not look at ambiguity between 
lemmas. The result is that OBT leaves lemma 
ambiguities like fare ‘danger’ or far ‘father’ for 
the ambiguous word form faren. 
The ambiguity of the OBT is not only of the 
type we have just described, it also includes a 
number of unfortunate ambiguities where the CG 
rules in the OBT do not have enough coverage. 
In Section 6, we discuss the different kinds of 
ambiguities more thoroughly. 
 
1.2 Towards unambiguous output in 
OBT+Stat 
While leaving ambiguity in the output can be 
reasonable from a linguistic standpoint, using the 
ambiguous output of the tagger as input for other 
research or engineering purposes constitutes a 
problem. These often require the output to con-
tain a single reading for each token. Most nota-
bly concerning the OBT, the construction of 
large-scale Norwegian corpora such as Norsk 
aviskorpus5 and NoWaC (Guevara 2010) re-
quires a high quality, fully disambiguating tag-
ger. Such requirements motivated us to look into 
how we could make the OBT suitable for this 
use. 
Since continued rule writing activity gave di-
minishing returns and resources were limited, the 
need for a statistical module to complement the 
OBT increased. This motivated the implementa-
tion of OBT+Stat, a statistical module that re-
moves all remaining ambiguity from the OBT 
output, both the grammatical ambiguities and the 
lemma ambiguities originally left on purpose – 
and the unfortunate ambiguities.  
In this article, we discuss the changes made to 
the OBT in order to create an effective system, 
                                                
5 http://avis.uib.no/ 
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OBT+Stat, for fully disambiguated output that 
still maintains linguistic detail and comprehen-
siveness. 
2 Related work 
The combination of CG rule sets with statistical 
methods was attempted even during earlier work 
with CG, notably in the combination of the early 
Xerox XT statistical tagger with the EngCG rules 
(Tapanainen et al. 1994). This work was reported 
as showing some promise but does not appear to 
have been followed up. 
Later work described in Hajič et al. (2001) and 
Spoustová et al. (2007) combines a CG tagger 
for Czech with statistical models in a sophisti-
cated manner, including decoding that was con-
strained by the CG tagger output. Their work 
goes further than the work presented in this arti-
cle, but since the Czech CG rule set focuses 
heavily on full recall at the expense of precision, 
our work is different in scope. Our results are 
interesting to other CG based systems that aim 
for high precision at the cost of some recall.  
3 OBT+Stat 
Since the OBT reaches a high f-score6 (97.2), it 
is desirable to keep all complete disambiguations 
made by the OBT and only add the statistical 
disambiguation module as a post-processing step 
in those cases where the OBT leaves some ambi-
guity. We chose to run a statistical tagger inde-
pendently of the OBT in a manner that will be 
described later in this section, and to combine the 
results instead of attempting more sophisticated 
modeling based on selecting candidates directly. 
This results in a simple pipeline where the statis-
tical model is independent of changes in the CG 
rule set or the lexical preprocessor. 
Since there are only a limited number of anno-
tated corpora available for the development of 
Norwegian NLP tools, we decided to use the 
corpora already collected and annotated during 
the development of the OBT. This consists of 
122 523 words in 8178 sentences in a hand-
annotated development corpus and a correspond-
ing corpus reserved for evaluation with 32 677 
words and 2213 sentences. These corpora con-
tained a number of tokens where several readings 
were marked as correct. Those parts of the cor-
pora had to be annotated again in a fully disam-
                                                
6 We use a standard balanced f-score, which is defined as  
2 * precision * recall / (precision + recall). 
biguated manner7 - either by combining several 
tags into one or by keeping the original set of 
tags and making specific decisions about which 
reading is considered the correct one. Since 
combining tags for all readings would erase lin-
guistic detail, and adding such combined tags for 
the ambiguous tokens would only add consider-
able complexity to the already large tag set, we 
chose instead to establish a set of annotation 
guidelines for the ambiguous cases.  
These guidelines by necessity have to reflect 
some arbitrary decisions. For example, for words 
like jente ‘girl’, which we recall from Section 1 
can be either masculine or feminine, we always 
choose the feminine tag in ambiguous contexts. 
In other cases, like words that are ambiguous 
between singular and plural, we let the human 
annotator take into account factors like semantic 
interpretation, knowledge of mass and count dis-
tinctions etc. to decide which reading to choose. 
We discuss the consequences of these guidelines 
further in Section 5. 
As noted, the statistical disambiguation mod-
ule works by running a statistical tagger inde-
pendently of the CG-based disambiguation rules. 
The two results are then unified when the CG 
rule set leaves more than one reading for a token. 
If the reading produced by the statistical tagger 
agrees with one of the readings left by the CG 
tagger, that reading is selected. If the two taggers 
do not agree, we attempt to disambiguate using 
the lemma if possible (as explained at the end of 
this section), or, failing that, select an arbitrary 
reading. As we will see in Section 4, the statisti-
cal tagger we use covers nearly 80% of the am-
biguous readings, with the lemma disambigua-
tion covering most of the remaining ones, leav-
ing only 0.63% to arbitrary selection. 
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based taggers 
are well known and widely covered in the litera-
ture (see e.g. Brants 2000). The HMM model 
conditions its sequence labelling decisions on the 
previous one or two labels and the current token 
to emit. HMM models also include mature and 
empirically founded models for unknown words 
when used with most European languages. In our 
experience, the available HMM taggers, while 
currently outperformed by more sophisticated 
models, still provide robust and competitive re-
sults on real world data. We have chosen to use 
the HMM tagger HunPos (Halácsy 2007), which 
gave good performance on the disambiguation 
                                                
7 All these corpora were annotated by Arne Martinus Lind-
stad. 
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task in addition to being robust and open soft-
ware with very fast training and decoding per-
formance. 
One may ask if the simplistic manner in which 
we use the statistical tagger is the right way to 
model the statistical disambiguation process, but 
it is our intuition that with the scarce resources 
available more advanced and specialized models, 
such as constrained decoding or direct discrimi-
native modeling on the disambiguation task it-
self, may not necessarily yield consistent im-
provements. The off-the-shelf HMM models of-
fer robust handling of unknown words and well-
understood hidden sequence labeling which we 
regard as more cost-effective in terms of effort 
and results than a model specifically designed for 
the task. 
Our lemma disambiguation scheme is also 
simple. It uses the recently created NoWaC cor-
pus of Norwegian documents published on the 
internet. Our idea is that most lemmas will ap-
pear as words in a large corpus since Norwegian 
lemmas correspond to uninflected words forms. 
Motivated by this we use a word frequency list 
derived from NoWaC and select the lemma with 
the highest frequency in the corpus. This part of 
the statistical disambiguator considers the output 
of the CG tagger rather than being run inde-
pendendently like the POS tagger. We will dis-
cuss the lemma disambiguation further in Section 
6.2. 
4 Comparison with the OBT 
Comparing the earlier published evaluation re-
sults for the OBT with the fully disambiguated 
results presents some difficulties since the tasks 
are different in some aspects and are usually 
evaluated differently in the relevant literature. 
The OBT tagger, like other CG based taggers, 
has previously focused on removing readings 
that it knows to be incorrect according to the lin-
guistic knowledge embedded in the rules, while 
leaving the remaining readings in the result. As 
we have shown in earlier sections, several correct 
or incorrect tags may be left after disambigua-
tion, and both the precision and recall are re-
ported in evaluations, combined into a standard 
balanced f-score. CG taggers often make a trade-
off between precision and recall where aggres-
sively eliminating readings will increase preci-
sion after leaving fewer incorrect readings while 
reducing recall by unintentionally removing cor-
rect readings. Keeping lost recall to a minimum 
had a high priority during the development of the 
OBT since it was deemed important that relevant 
linguistic examples should not be lost when 
searching a corpus. The OBT for Norwegian 
Bokmål8 achieved a standard f-score of 97.2, 
with a recall of 99.0% and a precision of 95.4%, 
a highly competitive result, but including some 
ambiguities as we explained in Section 1. 
In contrast, when we perform fully disambigu-
ated tagging, the notion of several correct read-
ings disappears, and precision and recall become 
identical. Results from this kind of tagging are 
therefore usually reported as a single token wise 
accuracy score. This accuracy score is not di-
rectly comparable to the older precision score 
since the evaluation corpus is now fully disam-
biguated and several readings that were previ-
ously considered correct are now considered in-
correct. One could view the fully disambiguated 
evaluation as having 100% recall, but the f-score 
is not a linear function and we can only speculate 
on the precision of the OBT tagger if rules were 
developed to raise the recall to this level. 
Still we maintain that the two scores can be 
compared within reason. We will mainly com-
pare the earlier precision score with the accuracy 
of the new results, considering a slightly lower 
accuracy for the fully disambiguated result to be 
at the same level as the older results, and compa-
rable or higher accuracy as an improved result. 
5  Evaluation 
The training and test corpora for the OBT are 
drawn from a variety of text types: newspapers 
(with headlines, by-lines etc.), journal articles, 
magazines, government reports, and fiction. 
Combined with the focus on detailed linguistic 
representation this makes both the underlying 
data and the resulting analysis more diverse than 
what is usually the case (much language technol-
ogy development has been done on for example 
the homogenous Wall Street Journal corpus). 
Having presented this reservation, we will first 
show some statistics measuring the amount of 
ambiguity in the corpus before presenting the 
results proper. 
After the CG-driven disambiguation on the 
fully disambiguated test corpus described in Sec-
tion 3, the amount of ambiguities is as summa-
rized in Table 1. The still ambiguous tokens now 
constitute 8.6% of the test corpus, and as seen 
from the table and the previous discussion, they 
                                                
8 The tagger for the Norwegian language variety Nynorsk is 
not discussed in this paper. 
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result mainly from an inability to choose be-
tween two readings. 
 
 Total readings/ tokens Ratio 
Ambiguity over all 
words 35639 / 32677 1.09 
Ambiguity over am-
biguous words only  5778 /2816 2.05 
Table 1 Amount of ambiguity left by the OBT in the 
evaluation corpus. 
 
The overall accuracy of the OBT+Stat tagger 
is measured at 96.56%. We consider this to be a 
good result considering the fact that we have re-
moved all remaining ambiguity while at the same 
time kept a large, detailed tag set and disambigu-
ated lemmas with identical tags. 
Breaking down the results further, we see 
from Table 2 that the POS/morphological 
disambiguation accuracy is slightly higher than 
the overall accuracy, which includes disambigua-
tion of identical tags with different lemmas in 
addition to the pure POS/morphological disam-
biguation. 
 
 Correct readings / tokens Ratio 
Overall accuracy 31552 / 32677 96.56% 
Tagging accuracy 31614 / 32677 96.74% 
Lemmatization accu-
racy 32131 / 32677 98.33% 
Table 2 Accuracy scores measuring the performance 
of the fully disambiguating tagger. Scores are shown 
for tagging and lemmatization separately and com-
bined. 
 
As shown in Table 3, the overlap between the 
statistical tagger and the OBT for the tokens left 
ambiguous by the OBT is quite good: nearly 
80% of the cases in question. For these words the 
accuracy of the statistical tagger is 81.70%. 
Since these are the most difficult tagging deci-
sions left over by the OBT we find this perform-
ance of the statistical tagger to be quite good. 
Errors include some tokens out of coverage 
where OBT has mistakenly eliminated the cor-
rect reading, making it impossible for the 
OBT+Stat system to make the right decision. The 
corresponding statistics for the lemma disam-
biguation are harder to analyze since this model 
is only used in very specific circumstances, but 
the coverage and precision indicate that the 
lemma model is effective and has some impact 
on the overall result. 
  
 Ratio 
Statistical tagger coverage 79.39% (2273/2863) 
Statistical tagger accuracy 81.70% (1857/2273) 
Lemma model coverage 54.23% (551/1016) 
Lemma model accuracy 86.71% 
Table 3 The coverage and accuracy of the statistical 
disambiguation module on the ambiguous tokens for 
the statistical tagger and lemma disambiguator respec-
tively. 
 
In addition to evaluating the OBT tagger as it 
is currently in use we also constructed a CG rule 
set where we removed rules that had been written 
in order to remove spurious ambiguity by means 
of heuristics. The premise is that the ambiguities 
covered by those rules should now be covered by 
the statistical module. The results of removing 
these rules are shown in Table 4. 
 
 correct readings 
/ tokens 
Ratio 
Overall accu-
racy 
31332/32677 95.88% 
Tagging accu-
racy 
31459/32677 96.27% 
Lemmatization 
accuracy 
32187/32677 98.50% 
Table 4 Accuracy scores for the fully disambiguating 
tagger with a modified CG rule set where heuristically 
disambiguating rules are removed. 
 
The overall accuracy using this rule set is 
slightly lower, 0.68% in absolute and about 20% 
in relative terms. The change in tagging accuracy 
is about the same, while the lemma accuracy is a 
bit higher. This shows that the statistical model 
does not necessarily handle some of the ambigui-
ties covered by the heuristic rules as well as the 
rules themselves do. Including the heuristic rules 
is still beneficial when using the statistical dis-
ambiguator.  
We also evaluated the statistical module with a 
CG rule set that attempts to fix some of the dis-
ambiguation decisions that have now been anno-
tated in a consistent manner in the training and 
development corpora based on the new annota-
tion guidelines. Those rules should hopefully 
consistently determine some ambiguities which 
the statistical disambiguation module may not 
resolve in consistent manner. The rules mostly 
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concern ambiguous masculine/feminine nouns, 
which are disambiguated as feminine in contexts 
that lack gender agreement (as illustrated in ex-
ample (2) in the introduction). The results are 
shown in Table 5. 
  
 Correct read-
ings / tokens 
Ratio 
Overall accu-
racy 
31668/32677 96.52% 
Tagging accu-
racy 
31668/32677 96.91% 
Lemmatization 
accuracy 
32181/32677 98.48% 
Table 5 Accuracy scores for the fully disambiguating 
tagger with a modified CG rule set that attempts to fix 
disambiguities now resolved in the annotation guide-
lines. 
 
The results using these rules are roughly the 
same as the results for the main CG rule set, in-
dicating that the CG rules and statistical module 
perform the disambiguation of those cases about 
equally effectively. 
6 Discussion of the results 
In this section we will look at some successful 
and some unsuccessful results, both with respect 
to grammatical tags and with respect to lemma 
disambiguation. 
6.1 Grammatical disambiguation 
We will have a look at the contribution of the 
statistical module in isolation. We first examine 
some successful examples. 
 
(5)  
Offentlige etater har ansvar for… 
Public institutions have responsibility for… 
 
Resolved ambiguity:  
”<ansvar/responsibility>” 
    “ansvar” noun neut com sg indef  
             <Correct!> <SELECTED>  
    “ansvar” noun neut com pl indef 
 
In (5), the OBT had left the word ansvar ‘re-
sponsibility’ ambiguous between singular and 
plural (recall the discussion in Section 1). This 
particular kind of ambiguity accounts for 615 of 
the remaining ambiguities before statistical dis-
ambiguation, or 21.8%. The statistical module 
has correctly identified this word as singular, and 
over all such ambiguities, 418, or 68.0%, are dis-
ambiguated correctly by the statistical module.  
In example (6) there are actually two ambigui-
ties, both between parts of speech, which have 
been resolved: one between adverb and preposi-
tion reading, and one between verb and noun. 
The adverb/preposition ambiguity is fairly mar-
ginal with only two occurrences in the test cor-
pus, both disambiguated correctly and identical 
to the one shown in the example. The noun/verb 
ambiguity is of a more interesting type with 58 
(2.1%) occurrences in the corpus. It is often 
fairly complex with over half of the occurrences 
having three or more readings to disambiguate 
and six occurrences having five or more read-
ings. Still, the accuracy of the statistical module 
for this kind of ambiguity is good, 82.8% (48 
correctly resolved occurrences). 
 
(6) 
... at for mange typer informasjon vil de 
elektroniske mediene etter hvert bli enerå-
dende. 
... that for many types (of) information the 
electronic media will slowly become dominant. 
 
Resolved ambiguity I:  
”<for>” 
    “for” adv 
    “for” prep <Correct!> <SELECTED>  
 
Resolved ambiguity II:  
”<typer>” 
    “type” noun masc com pl indef <Correct!>   
           <SELECTED> 
    “type” verb present 
 
We now turn to the less successful choices 
made by the statistical module. In the first quar-
ter of the test corpus, OBT+Stat makes a total of 
105 errors. The distribution of those errors with 
respect to grammatical categories is summarized 
in Table 6. 
 
Singular or plural in neuter nouns (i) 41 
Other singular or plural errors (ii) 5 
Gender agreement (iii) 15 
Nouns ending in -s, genitive or not genitive (iv) 4 
Adjective gender (m,f,sg,pl) chosen instead of 
adj neut/adv (v)  
13 
Lack of imperative (vi) 3 
Other errors (vii) 24 
Table 6 Counts of disambiguation errors caused by 
the statistical module. 
 
Not surprisingly, the largest group of errors by 
far is due to the difficulty of assigning singular 
or plural readings to neuter nouns that have the 
same form in both indefinite singular and plural. 
As discussed in Section 3, the decisions for the 
training and test corpus were left to the human 
annotator, based on linguistic knowledge. The 
patterns may not in all cases be clear enough for 
the statistical module to make correct decisions. 
One may ask whether keeping this distinction as 
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separate tags apart is a good choice, or whether 
they should have been collapsed.  
It turns out that when classifying errors by 
grammatical type, they usually have very little in 
common within the classified category. We will 
now show a few selected examples, beginning 
with type (i) in (7): 
 
(7) 
Generelt om informasjon og særtrekk ved of-
fentlig informasjon 
Generally about information and characteris-
tics in public information 
 
Wrongly resolved ambiguity: 
”<særtrekk/characteristic>” 
       “særtrekk” noun neut com sg indef 
                  <SELECTED> <ERROR> 
       “særtrekk” noun neut com pl indef 
<Correct!> 
 
In this example we see that the word særtrekk 
‘characteristic’ has been tagged as a singular 
noun, while the test corpus assigns it a plural 
interpretation. There is very little in the gram-
matical surroundings that would give a hint as to 
the correct interpretation. The most likely (but 
incorrect) clue would have been the fact that this 
word is a conjunct in a coordination phrase, and 
that the first conjunct is a singular noun. How-
ever, in the present case, the first conjunct is a 
mass noun, while the second conjunct is a count 
noun, and it is only when this is taken into ac-
count that the right plural tag can be applied. The 
mass/count distinction is not marked in the tags. 
A larger training corpus could possibly allow 
OBT+Stat to disambiguate this case properly. 
Our example (8) is of type (ii), but still one 
that deals with singular and plural. 
 
(8) 
Selv om utvalget kanskje særlig viser noen av 
Hjemme-PCs favoritter 
Even if the selection perhaps especially show 
some of Hjemme-PC’s favourites 
 
Wrongly resolved ambiguity: 
”<noen/some>” 
       “noen” pron pers 3 sg masc fem 
              <SELECTED> <ERROR> 
       “noen” pron pers 3 pl <Correct!> 
 
In (8), the error is in the assignment for num-
ber for the word noen ‘some/any’. Like with the 
wrongly annotated word in (7), it is not in an 
agreement context, which is most likely the rea-
son that the OBT did not disambiguate it. The 
interpretation of noen as singular is actually only 
possible when it is used as a negative polarity 
item, which is obviously not the case here. How-
ever, since there are a variety of constructions 
that license negative polarity items in Norwegian 
(Lindstad 1999), the CG tagger was not able to 
make the correct choice. 
A third type shown in example (9), type (vi), 
illustrates the problem of having short headlines 
in the test corpus. 
 
(9) 
Fly 
Fly 
 
Wrongly resolved ambiguity: 
“<fly>” 
”fly” noun neut com sg indef 
      <SELECTED> <ERROR> 
”fly” noun neut com pl indef 
”fly” verb imp  <Correct!> 
 
Even for a human annotator it may be difficult 
to interpret what the headline is actually meant to 
be; imperative or noun. Imperatives happen to be 
few in written texts, and as a result, a statistical 
module will almost invariably fail in this task. 
At the end of this section we would like to 
point out that while it could have been conceiv-
able that the statistical module made many of its 
errors due to already faulty output from the OBT 
(i.e., with the correct tag missing), a quick count 
shows this not to be the case. Out of our 749 er-
rors made by the statistical module, a modest 74 
are due to errors made by the OBT tagger. 
6.2 Lemma disambiguation 
The OBT was never developed with the intention 
of doing lemma disambiguation. Often ambigu-
ous lemmas have different grammatical charac-
teristics and they would effectively be disam-
biguated anyway, but this is not always the case. 
There were 515 ambiguous lexical lemmas, out 
of which 395 (76.70%), were correctly resolved. 
Looking at the 28 errors in the first quarter of the 
test corpus we will first give some examples of 
successfully resolved lemmas, and then some 
less fortunate ones. 
 
(10) 
I alle deler av den offentlige forvaltningen 
In all parts of the public administration 
 
Resolved lemma ambiguity: 
”<deler>” 
    “del/part” noun masc com pl indef 
               <Correct!> <SELECTED> 
    “dele/border” noun neut com pl indef 
 
In (10), the ambiguity is between the lemmas 
del ‘part’ and dele ‘border’, and it is only the 
first one that is correct, correctly disambiguated 
by OBT+Stat. Given that the correct word has a 
much higher frequency than the other, we would 
expect that the tagger chose correctly. 
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(11) 
En positiv utvikling i statlig informasjons-
virksomhet de siste årene 
A positive development in state information 
practice the last years 
 
Resolved lemma ambiguity: 
”<årene>” 
    “år/paddling ore” noun fem com pl def 
    “år/paddling ore” noun masc com pl def 
    “år/year” noun neut com pl def 
              <Correct!> <SELECTED> 
    “åre/paddling ore, vein” noun fem com pl 
                             def 
    “åre/paddling ore, vein” noun masc com pl 
                             def 
 
In (11), with all the lemmas to choose be-
tween, it is satisfying that OBT+Stat made the 
right choice. Given that the right word is the 
most general one, and hence occurs in a wide 
variety of texts, this is the most frequent word 
form found in NoWaC and subsequently chosen 
by the tagger. 
However, the texts in the test corpus do not 
always deal with the most general topics. Hence 
our first illustration of an error shows the same 
word form, but now with a different lemma as 
the correct one. Consider (12). 
 
(12) 
Fysikeren ville f.eks. studere sammenhenger 
mellom blodtrykk, størrelse av årene og blod-
tilførsel. 
The physicist wanted e.g. (to) study connec-
tions between blood pressure, size of the 
veins and blood supply. 
 
Wrongly resolved lemma: 
”<årene>” 
”år/paddling ore” noun fem com pl def 
”år/paddling ore” noun masc com pl def 
”år/year” noun neut com pl def 
          <SELECTED> <ERROR> 
”åre/paddling ore, vein” noun fem com pl def 
                         <Correct!> 
”åre/paddling ore, vein” noun masc com pl def 
 
The text is about a medical topic, and here the 
less general lemma meaning ‘vein’ is the correct 
one, which the statistical module did not find. 
We have looked at the test corpus, and the word 
form årene occurs six times, five of them in the 
‘year’ meaning. Sometimes, however, the fre-
quency does not seem to be so equally distrib-
uted in NoWaC and the test corpus. Consider 
(13). 
 
(13) 
Faren min var mye ute og reiste 
My father was much out and travelled 
(=travelled a lot) 
 
Wrongly resolved: 
”<faren>” 
    “far” noun masc com sg def <Correct!> 
    “fare” noun masc com sg def 
           <SELECTED> <ERROR> 
 
The statistical module should disambiguate 
between the lemma meaning ‘father’ (“far”) and 
that meaning ‘danger’ (“fare”). One would guess 
that in both corpora the word meaning ‘danger’ 
would be more frequent, and in fact in (13) the 
statistical module has picked ‘danger’ due to an 
evidently higher frequency of the word form fare 
than of far in NoWaC. For this example the 
NoWaC and OBT corpus disagree in the distri-
bution of the semantics of this word form. In 
fact, out of four occurrences of the word form 
faren in the test corpus, three had the meaning 
‘father’ and only one the meaning ‘danger’. 
Our conclusion with respect to the lemma 
module is that it seems to work quite well, since 
most lemmas have large differences in frequency 
as word forms, and the differences seem to cor-
respond fairly well between NoWaC and the test 
corpus. Furthermore, the hypothesis that unin-
flected word form frequencies in a large corpus 
can be used as an indication of lemma frequenci-
es seems to bear out in practice. It is still possible 
that some rule-based approach would improve 
our lemma disambiguation. For example, the 
word form meaning ‘father’ very often occurs 
together with a possessive pronoun, and this kind 
of knowledge could have been put into the sys-
tem. 
7 Conclusion 
We have improved an originally rule-based tag-
ger, the OBT, with a statistical HMM tagger. The 
latter has been applied on the still ambiguous 
output of the OBT. The resulting OBT+Stat sys-
tem performs well and has two added advantages 
compared with the original tagger in that it gives 
unambiguous output and it performs lemma dis-
ambiguation. 
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